No matter what the latest ideas on innovative uses of the language laboratory (ll), teachers working in the field can count on the fact that commercial LL materials they purchase will consist of traditional drill or artificial conversations. For those who have left behind the audio-lingual paradigm and are working toward the rationalist mode of facilitating language learning and developing a sense of community among the students, such work in the laboratory is not only meaningless but also damaging in that drills in booths work toward isolating the student from both the teacher and fellow students.
General Description of the Course
The materials are now in their fourth year of use as the final listening comprehension course in a two-year intensive English program at Nagoya International College in Japan. The students there are post-high-school level with six years of grammar-translation English education behind them. In the intensive program they study English and related subjects for 20 hours per week; thus 1 by international standards, their level in the second year of the program would be considered high intermediate to advanced. The materials have also been used experimentally in other programs around Japan with older adult students, mainly high school English teachers and businessmen.
The materials consist of 1) a set of taped, ad-Jibbed, 2-3 minute conversations by teachers at the school, and 2) a set of five exercises for each conversation which move from general to specific and are done in the LL on an individual study basis. There are two different sets of conversations: one set is a group of unrelated conversations for which a situation was chosen and a spontaneous conversation was recorded (e.g., two people with tickets for the same seat at the theater, a bank customer forgetting a wallet with identification, a true story of a car accident); the other set is a continuing mystery story with 14 conversations, which is called The Gold Suit Connedion.
Each student receives a copy of the tape and operates his or her own machine in the LL. Exercises are given out one sheet at a time. The job of the teacher is to check the exercises when students bring them up. When the exercise is correct, a new sheet is given: when there is a mistake, the mistake is noted but not corrected, and the student goes back to listen again.
The Story
While developing the first set of conversations based on situations, we realized that student interest would probably be better sustained if there was some connection from lesson to lesson. One of our first conversations had been a discussion between two teachers on what to get a husband-who-has-everything for his birthday, and the decisjon had been a suit. What if this teacher took the suit to be altered and the tailor secretly sewed something into it, like a map? What if the husband didn't like the suit after all and sold it to another teacher? What if strangers suddenly showed up asking to buy the suit? This was the beginning of The Gold Suit Connedion, where the teachers in the story played themselves, and the map eventually showed that the "white powder in bags" was hidden in our very own school.
The entire plot was not developed beforehand; rather, each conversation suggested the direction of the next one. Both native and nonnative speakers of English were used. Instructions to the speakers were minimal to encourage as much spontaneity as possible.
The Exercises
For each segment, five exercises were developed that required increasingly specific information. The general format of the exercises is as follows (also see appendix). 1 Section 1: choosing between two alternatives (pictures, single words, or true-false statements), so that a wrong answet indicates the right one. (Stick figures are fine.) Section 2: sequential ordering of events on the tape (pictures or sentences).
Section 3: questions requiring short answers. The questions do not require detailed information, and short answers are stressed.
•Credit for the general format of the exercises must be given to Sharon Bode, who was at that time chief instructor Section 4: definitions of difficult vocabulary on the tape, with the exact word to be filled in by the students. This section is very important. The ability to hunt through the dictionary and find the exact word that was vaguely heard in conversation is a necessary one outside of the classroom, and the practice seems to improve the skill, especially in English, where spelling complicates the issue.
Section 5: a transcript of the conversation with blanks to fill in. The selection of blanks depends on the emphasis of the course. It could be used to illustrate pronunciation principles (for example, in English, the loss of (0) after (s) or (z): Is this = (lzls)), grammar constructions, expressions, or conversational rules. For The Gold Suit Connedion I selected what I thought were common expressions or grammatical constructions, and in fact ·many of these expressions and patterns did recur in the tape naturally.
Discussion
While originally developed for use in a particular school, these materials have been extremely popular with teachers and students alike no matter what situation they have been used in. The consistent feedback from the students is that listening to "real" English is difficult but necessary. In a country where the target language is not spoken outside the classroom, this may be the first "real" language that the students have a chance to listen to. My Japanese students are frequently shocked to discover that they can understand English which is not part of a textbook.
The following points may clarify the idea behind the materials and facilitate development of a similar course.
1. The course was developed with the theory that the best way for our students (who already command a good book knowledge of English grammar and vocabulary) to improve their listening comprehension is simply to do a lot of listening. This idea has proven valid; however, an "explicit" format could be developed by stating a rule (phoenetic, grammatical, etc.) before or after the lesson, giving a few examples of the rule, and then creating blanks in Section 5 that illustrate the rule.
2. Forcing the students to try to work out the difficult spots in the tape by themselves (as in Sections 4 and 5) implies at least a basic knowledge of the foreign language. There must be a certain amount of grammatical and situational clues for guessing to be profitable. I do use "real language"for basic students as well, but in quite a different manner.
3. ·The disadvantage of having a story line is that it requires some acting by the speakers and thus tends to make the language more artificial; however, this disadvantage is outweighed by the advantages. Continuity provides context; the students have the help of more non-aural information to use as background for each new lesson. Also, while the more realistic situations provide the useful expressions that might be heard elsewhere, it is the lessons with the most ·fantasy that are consistently the most popular (the gang boss and the CIA man shoot each other in the last lesson).
4. A variety of situations and language styles was planned into the story. A coffee shop, the teachers' lounge, an employer-employee discussion, and so on, showed the same people speaking formally and informally. A "recap" lesson in the middle had one teacher retelling· the story to her friends, providing both a plot and a lot of indirect speech patterns (He said that .... ).
5. Nonnative speakers were used with the theory that it is good for the students to hear teachers of their own nationality communicating in English, for the most part with fewer mistakes than the native speakers. The reaction of the students was interesting: they said they could not stand listening to "that horrible pronunciation,'' and they thought they had less trouble understanding the native speakers.
6. The teacher must perform the deficate task of making the students listen to the tape as many times as necessary without letting them become so totally frustrated that a block is created and the student literally becomes incapable of hearing the tape, therefore, it is a case-by-case decision whether to give a hint before sending a student back to listen, and which hint to give. for a Section 5 hint, a teacher might tell how many words should go into the blank, or give the first letter of a missing word, or suggest that the word might be guessed from the grammar, or give a clue to the meaning. These hints are parceled out. Students are sent back to listen as many as 7 or 8 times. The teacher might wonder whether this is facilitating anything or is simply torture, but the triumphant expression on the face of a student who hears a word on the eighth try proves that the results is worth the effort. There is another advantage of language acquired by such energies: it is not easily forgotten.
7. The advantages of individual study are obvious, but teachers usually worry about the possibility of students copying· answers from each other. In the particular program in which it is used, inter-student cooperation and sharing answers are encouraged in all daily class exercises. Mistakes are encouraged as part of the 11 game." By the time students reach the last semester, most of them have realized that there is more enjoyment in trying to do the task than in copying someone else's answers. This is not to say that no copying goes on; in the middle of the semester, a reminder is usually in order, along with an explanation of why it is better to compare answers rather than copy them. Once the students understand, they are very good about cooperating.
8. The lessons take an average of 2-3 hours of class time. An extra sheet of exercises is usually required by the students for homework. Natural peer pressure to keep up with the group causes intense activity during class time. There is occasional communication between booths and quite a bit of one-to-one communication between student and teacher.
9. It would be convenient. if such materials were produced commercially; however. the interest level would be somewhat reduced simply because it had turned into a textbook. The materials are simple to develop, and whether they are used in a regular course or for self-study, every LL would profit from having a set. Nancy Nakanishi Hildebrandt 2282-2 Omori, Moriyama-ku Kinjo Gakuin University Nagoya 463, Japan Nancy Nakanishi Hildebrand Kinjo Gakuin University 2282-2 Omori, Moriyama-ku Nagoya 463, Japan
